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Spatial imaging of individual vibronic states in the interior
of single molecules
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Selective excitations of specific vibronic modes in position space are realized in single naphthalo-
cyanine molecules adsorbed on an ultrathin alumina film by a scanning tunneling microscope at low
temperature. Distinct spatial distributions are imaged for the different vibronic modes, which are in
accordance with spectra recorded over different points of the molecule and its orbital structure. These
distinct vibronic images, together with the differential conductance images and calculated molecular
orbitals, lead to vibrational excitations that are associated with the doubly degenerate lowest unoc-
cupied molecular orbitals (LUMO) – LUMO-α and LUMO-β. These results reveal the presence of
different molecular conformations on the surface and the nature of the electron-vibrational coupling.
© 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3598958]

Molecular vibrations are associated with many physical,
chemical, and biological processes.1, 2 Investigation of molec-
ular vibrations at the atomic scale provides insights into the
chemical and electronic structures of the molecule and their
coupling to the local environment. Results from these studies
are of fundamental importance in molecular science and addi-
tionally have potential applications in single-molecule based
devices.3–5

Because of its highly confined tunneling current, scan-
ning tunneling microscope (STM) has been used to excite and
detect molecular vibrations through inelastic electron tunnel-
ing spectroscopy (IETS) with sub-Ångstrőm precision.6, 7 In-
elastic tunneling process occurs when the energy of the tun-
neling electron is higher than the threshold of excitation of a
vibrational mode. In this process, the electron loses its energy
and excites molecular vibrations, which is equivalent to the
opening of an inelastic tunneling channel. Vibrations in the
range of a few hundred meV near the Fermi level can be ex-
cited and detected with STM-IETS. For molecules on metal
surfaces, the strong molecule-metal interactions broaden the
vibronic progressions within the electronic states.

The introduction of a buffer layer, such as a molecu-
lar layer or an ultrathin insulating layer, can effectively re-
duce the coupling between the molecule and the metal surface
and extend the lifetime of transient states. Consequently, the
observation of vibronic progressions in different electronic
states becomes possible. The buffer layer changes not only
the coupling but also the physical structure of the tunneling
junction, changing from a single-barrier to a double–barrier
tunneling junction. Detailed explanation of tunneling through
a double-barrier junction has been described elsewhere.8, 9 Vi-
bronic spectroscopy with submolecular resolution, which has
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been performed with the STM on single molecules, enables
the study of spatially resolved molecular dynamics involv-
ing electron-vibrational coupling within different molecular
orbitals in single molecules.10–14 The localization of molec-
ular vibrations on single naphthalocyanine (NPc) molecules
is revealed by recording spectra at different positions over
the molecule.14 These spectra are composed of several series
of equally spaced peaks that are interpreted as progressions
of molecular vibronic modes. However, the detailed spatial
distribution of the peak intensity in different progressions,
which was attributed to the spatial dependence of the coupling
of electrons to different vibrational modes, remains unclear.
A deeper understanding of the spatially dependent electron-
vibrational coupling in two dimensions requires simultane-
ous imaging of the molecular orbital and the vibration cor-
responding to a specific vibronic progression, which cannot
be obtained from spectroscopic mapping across the molecule.

In the present paper, we use spatially resolved spec-
troscopy and vibronic imaging to explore the vibrational dis-
tribution in the interior of single naphthalocyanine molecules
adsorbed on an ultrathin Al2O3 film grown on the NiAl(110)
surface. The spatial distributions of the vibronic modes in dif-
ferent electronic states of single naphthalocyanine molecules
are compared to the simultaneously recorded electronics
states and calculated molecular orbitals.

The experiments were carried out with a homemade
ultra-high vacuum STM operated at 12 K with a base pres-
sure better than 5 × 10−11 Torr.15 The NiAl(110) surface was
cleaned by repeated cycles of Ne sputtering and annealing.
In order to obtain a uniform Al2O3 layer (∼5 Å in thickness)
on the clean NiAl(110) surface with a coverage about 50%,16

we exposed NiAl(110) at 750 K to 150 Langmuirs of O2, fol-
lowed by annealing it to 1300 K. Naphthalocyanine molecules
were deposited onto the surface at 12 K by thermal subli-
mation from the solid. Both the first and second harmonics
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FIG. 1. (a) Constant current topographic image (4.25 nm × 4.25 nm) of
a single naphthalocyanine (NPc) molecule adsorbed on an alumina layer
on NiAl(110). Bias voltage is 1.30 V and tunneling current is 60 pA.
(b) Schematic of the NPc molecule. (c) dI/dV spectra of the NPc molecule
measured at the center (black) and the lobe (red) of the molecule, as shown
in (a); tunneling gap set at 1.30 V and 60 pA. The amplitude of the bias mod-
ulation was 10 mV rms. Inset shows the difference in the onset between the
two spectra.

of the tunneling current were recorded simultaneously with
the lock-in technique while keeping the feedback loop open
and applying a modulation voltage at ∼260 Hz with root-
mean-square amplitude of 7–15mV to the sample bias. The
differential conductance (dI/dV) and vibronic (d2I/dV2) im-
ages were obtained in a similar way as the constant current
topographic (z) images. The tunneling current and its har-
monics were recorded at each point for a chosen bias with
feedback turned off. The bias corresponding to a vibronic
peak is often different than that chosen for setting the constant
current.

The topographic images and dI/dV spectra reveal dif-
ferent conformations for the naphthalocyanine molecules ad-
sorbed on the alumina surface. Figure 1 shows the topo-
graphic image [Fig. 1(a)] and the dI/dV spectra [Fig. 1(c)]
of a molecule with the conformation that is common and
very stable on the oxide surface. Different from previous
results,14 the molecules with this conformation have one
lobe [lower right lobe in Fig. 1(a)] that is distinctly dif-
ferent from the other three lobes in the topographic image.
Spectra taken at the center and on the upper right lobe of
the molecule further reveal the molecular electronic states.
As is shown in Fig. 1(c) two bands are observed at posi-
tive sample bias, which can be assigned to the LUMO and
the LUMO+1, respectively. The onset of the LUMO lies
in the range of 0.15 V–1.0 V, depending on the adsorp-

tion site. For some conformations, only the LUMO is ob-
served in the scanned voltage range. In Fig. 1(c) the on-
sets of the LUMO and LUMO+1 are ∼0.2 V and ∼1.4 V,
respectively.

Instead of the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) state, we observed within the scanned voltage range
only a sharp peak at negative sample bias in the center of the
molecule that is absent on the lobe. The ratio of the conduc-
tance onsets for the sharp peak to the LUMO is ∼8.2, which
is close to the ratio (7.1±2.6) of the conductance onsets of
CuPc molecules.8 The sharp peak at negative bias in Fig. 1(c)
is attributed to the onset of bipolar conduction through the
LUMO when it is pulled below the Fermi level in a double-
barrier tunnel junction. The ratio of the conduction onsets is
approximately given by εz/d, where ε is the effective dielec-
tric constant of the oxide film (∼8 for bulk alumina), z is the
tip-molecule distance, and d is the oxide layer thickness.8 As
is shown in the inset of Fig. 1(c), the onset of the LUMO
in the center of the molecule is slightly lower than that on
the lobe, and this difference is also exhibited in the d2I/dV2

spectroscopic mapping across the molecule [Fig. 2(d)]. This
onset shift, which is attributed to the combined effects of
the alumina layer inhomogeneity, the tip height difference
[Fig. 2(b)], and variation of the molecule-substrate interac-
tion, is responsible for the absence of the sharp peak on the
molecular lobe in the scanned voltage range. According to
the double-barrier tunneling model, the shift of the LUMO at
positive bias is expected to be 25 to 100 times smaller than
that of the sharp peak at negative bias.9 The sharp peak on the
lobe should be located within −2.20 V to −3.20 V.

Spatial variation of the LUMO and its vibronic states can
be revealed by a series of dI/dV and d2I/dV2 spectra mea-
sured at different positions over a single naphthalocyanine
molecule (Fig. 2). The spectroscopic mapping was taken at
equally spaced positions marked from 1 to 11 in Fig. 2(a).
Fine steps are observed in the dI/dV spectra [Fig. 2(c)], which
correspond to different vibronic progressions. The position
and height of the steps in the dI/dV spectra change along the
molecule. These changes can be more clearly analyzed in the
d2I/dV2 mapping [Fig. 2(d)]. The d2I/dV2 spectra consist of
a series of peaks which are associated with different vibronic
progressions. Every peak shows variation in intensity along
the molecule. The shift of the peak onset is less than 10 mV,
due largely to the tip height change [Fig. 2(b)] across the
molecule.

Here we use the d2I/dV2 spectra to show the vibronic
features of the molecule, while noting that it is the dI/dV
spectra that are of physical significance in inelastic tunnel-
ing and vibronic tunneling. The relation between dI/dV and
d2I/dV2 spectra is shown in Fig. 3 Assume that the peaks
in the dI/dV spectra are Gaussians: f (x) = Ae−(x−a)2/2σ 2

, the
corresponding d2I/dV2 curve would have maxima that scales
with the maxima in the dI/dV peaks, i.e., if max(dI/dV)
= A, then max(d2I/dV2) = 1/

2
√

e ∗ σ 2 ∗ A = constant ∗ A.
The maximum in the intensity for each peak in the d2I/dV2

spectrum is proportional to the maximum in the slope of the
dI/dV peak at its inflection point. It should be noted that
the inflection point is displaced from the peak in the dI/dV
by a constant (σ ) and the intensity at the inflection point is
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FIG. 2. (a) Constant current topographic image with dots corresponding to
the positions over the molecule where dI/dV and d2I/dV2 spectroscopic map-
ping were recorded. (b) Tip height profile of the molecule from point 1 to
point 11 in (a). (c) dI/dV spectroscopic mapping and (d) d2I/dV2 spectro-
scopic mapping taken across a naphthalocyanine molecule at equally spaced
positions from 1 to 11, as shown in (a). The background (bkg) curves were
recorded over the oxide away from the molecule, as shown in (a). The set
point for the tunneling gap was 1.30 V and 60 pA; the bias modulation was
7 mV. The spectra are offset for clarity.

[1/sqrt(e)]A = constant*A. Figure 3(c) is the fitting of the
dI/dV spectrum with a series of Gaussian peaks at positions
shown in Fig. 3(a).

The d2I/dV2 spectra were fit with multiple sequences of
equally spaced Gaussian peaks constrained to have the same
linewidth; several vibronic progressions can be resolved.17

Figure 4 shows the fitting results for the spectra at the cen-
ter of the molecule [position 6, Fig. 4(a)] and on the lobe
[position 9, Fig. 4(b)]. Eighteen Gaussian peaks were used
to perform the fitting for each spectrum, and six vibronic
progressions can be assigned (red, magenta, blue, light ma-
genta, cyan, and light cyan in colors). Every progression is
composed of a few peaks with a common separation of 121
± 3 mV (Fig. 5), which can be assigned to one vibronic pro-
gression. All six progressions exhibit two types of spatial vari-
ations over the molecule. The first type, which includes the
red, magenta, and light magenta progressions, has relatively
strong intensity in the center of the molecule and become
weaker on the lobe. However, the second type, which includes
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FIG. 3. Correspondence of peak positions in the dI/dV spectrum (a) and the
d2I/dV2 spectrum (b) [taken at point 1 in Fig. 2(a)]. (c) Fitting of the dI/dV
spectrum (red dotted curve) is composed of summing a series of Gaussion
peaks (green) centered at the positions marked in (a).

the blue, cyan, and light cyan progressions, shows the oppo-
site trend. This spatial distinction between the vibronic pro-
gressions was also observed for the LUMO lying further (by
∼0.6 V) above the Fermi level of the substrate.14 For the same
type of progressions, the spatial dependence of the peak inten-
sity shows the same trend but differs in the magnitude of the
change in the intensity from one peak to another.

Vibrational motions of single molecules reveal the inter-
relationship among the molecular conformations, the vibronic
modes, and the molecular orbital structure. To further under-
stand the spatial dependence of the electron-vibrational cou-
pling and to explain the origin of the spatial variation of dif-
ferent vibronic progressions, we performed the imaging of
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FIG. 4. Peak fittings of the d2I/dV2 spectra with series of equally spaced Gaussion peaks. (a) Over the center [point 6 in Fig. 2(a)] and (b) the lobe (point 9).
The Gaussian peaks are assigned to different progressions which are distinguished by line fits and peak indicators in different colors. The red (↓), magenta (|),
and light magenta (�) progressions are within the LUMO-α, while the LUMO-β contains the blue (�), cyan (†), and light cyan (‡) progressions.

the individual vibronic modes and the molecular orbital with
sub-Ångstrőm resolution. The vibrational and the molecular
orbital images are obtained simultaneously by recording the
d2I/dV2 and dI/dV signals at every pixel with a sample bias
aligned with a particular vibronic mode within an electronic
state. The d2I/dV2 image taken at the voltage corresponding to
the peaks in d2I/dV2 (the inflection point in dI/dV) is directly
proportional to the dI/dV image taken at the voltage corre-
sponding to the peak in dI/dV. In this way, we could obtain
with high resolution the spatial distribution of the vibronic
modes and molecular orbital.

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the vibronic (d2I/dV2) im-
ages and the molecular orbital (dI/dV) images obtained at sev-
eral sample biases on the same molecule. The biases are indi-
cated by a dashed line (229 mV) or short bars (other voltages)
in the dI/dV mapping [Fig. 2(c)] and the d2I/dV2 mapping
[Fig. 2(d)]. At 229 mV, which correspond to the first peak in
the d2I/dV2 spectra, the d2I/dV2 and dI/dV images show sim-
ilar patterns. These patterns, referred to as “type I”, follow
closely to a two-fold symmetry and contain nodal structure.
The dI/dV image at 288 mV [Fig. 6(b2)] closely follows that
at 229 mV, except that all the lobes become more intense.
However, the pattern for the d2I/dV2 image at 288 mV is ro-
tated by 90◦ and is denoted as “type II”. As the bias increases,
the orientation and symmetry of the patterns in the dI/dV and
d2I/dV2 images do not appear to change, except for an overall
increase in the intensity.

In order to understand the molecular orbital structure
and how it affects the electron-vibrational coupling based

on the dI/dV and d2I/dV2 images acquired at different bi-
ases, we carried out density functional theory (DFT) calcu-
lations of the orbitals for the free NPc molecule, as shown
in Fig. 6(c). The structure of the NPc molecule was fully re-
laxed. The DFT calculations use the Perdew-Wang functional
(PW91),18 ultrasoft pseudopotentials,19 and a plane wave ba-
sis set as implemented in the PWSCF code.20 A 30 × 30
× 15 Å3 supercell was used to model the isolated NPc
molecule. The electronic wave functions were expanded in
plane waves with a kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV and were
sampled at the Gamma point. The structure was relaxed un-
til residual forces were less than 0.01 eV/Å. As can be seen
from the schematic structure [Fig. 1(b)] and the ball-and-stick
model [Fig. 6(c3)] of the molecule, NPc molecule is pla-
nar and has four-fold symmetry if the two hydrogen atoms
in the middle are deleted. The existence of two hydrogen
atoms, as seen by their tautomerization,22 breaks the four-
fold symmetry and the degeneracy of the electronic states.
The LUMO and the LUMO+1 split into two and four states,
respectively, in the presence of the two hydrogen atoms. Cal-
culations suggest that the two LUMO states, LUMO-α and
LUMO-β, are separated by ∼90 meV. Within the Tersoff-
Hamann approximation,21 we simulated the dI/dV images for
LUMO-α [Fig. 6(c1)] and LUMO-β [Fig. 6(c2)] by inte-
grating the electron density of these two states over an en-
ergy interval of 20 meV. In the calculation, the two hydrogen
atoms are located along the direction joining the upper left to
the lower right of the molecule, as shown in Fig. 6(c3). The
LUMO-β has the same pattern as the LUMO-α but is rotated
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tively. The energy difference between LUMO-α and LUMO-β is 57±3 mV
in (a) and (b). For the progressions on progressions within LUMO-α and
LUMO-β, shifts of 42 ± 2 mV and 87 ± 3 mV (referenced to the main red
sequence) and shifts of 50 ± 2 mV and 88 ± 2 mV (referenced to the main
blue sequence) were observed.

by 90o in the molecular plane. It is possible to distinguish
the LUMO-α and the LUMO-β even though the molecule is
adsorbed strongly on the surface. The bonding may be elec-
trostatic due to the polar surface and thus may not involve
much rehybridization of the orbital. The spatial distribution
and symmetry of the LUMO-α and LUMO-β correspond to
the type I and type II patterns in the d2I/dV2 images.

Based on the above spectroscopic data, dI/dV and
d2I/dV2 images, and calculated molecular orbitals, a deeper
understanding of the electron-vibrational coupling at the sub-
molecular scale can be obtained. Because the LUMO-α and
LUMO-β of naphthalocyanine molecule are close to each
other in energy, the first band in the positive bias side of the
dI/dV spectra in Fig. 1(c) is a mixture of two states. How-
ever, the dI/dV image at the onset of the band shows features
that are consistent with the LUMO-α. When the sample bias
is increased from 229 mV, the LUMO-β starts to contribute
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FIG. 6. Spatial distribution of (a) vibronic intensity, d2I/dV2 images and
(b) electronic density of states, dI/dV images, obtained simultaneously for
different biases modulated at 15 mV, with the gap set at bias of 1.30 V and
tunneling current of 60 pA. (c) Calculated LUMO-α (c1) and LUMO-β (c2)
of free naphthalocyanine molecule and the ball-and-stick model (c3) of the
molecule.

and the dI/dV image at 415 mV [Fig. 6(b5)] is composed
of an admixture of the LUMO-α and LUMO-β. By compar-
ing the type I (type II) d2I/dV2 images at 229 mV (288 mV)
with the calculated LUMO-α and LUMO-β, the molecular
structure and the positions of the two hydrogen atoms can be
determined from the topographic and spectroscopic images.
We did not observe tautomerization as reported by Liljeroth
et al.22 It could be that the molecule is more strongly bonded
on the surface and hence tautomerization can only occur at
higher bias voltages which may disrupt bonds in the molecule
or change molecule conformation.

The spatial imaging and spectroscopic mapping of the
individual vibronic states and the comparison with DFT
calculations enable the assignment of the vibronic progres-
sions. The common peak spacing of 121±3 mV in the main
sequence can be assigned to the naphthalene breathing mode
(111 meV).23, 24 Since the red and the blue sequences are the
lowest vibronic progression of the LUMO-α and LUMO-β
(Fig. 5), the energy difference of ∼60 meV between these two
sequences represents the energy separation of the LUMO-α
and LUMO-β, which closely compares with ∼90 meV from
the calculation. The degeneracy of the LUMO-α and LUMO-
β is lifted due to adsorption. Furthermore, the assignment
of peaks belonging to the other progressions within the
same molecular orbital should be referenced to these two
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progressions (so called progression on progression17). For the
progressions within the LUMO-α (red, magenta, and light
magenta sequences) and LUMO-β (blue, cyan, and light cyan
sequences), shifts of 42 ± 2 mV and 87 ± 3 mV (referenced
to the main red sequence) and shifts of 50 ± 2 mV and
88 ± 2 mV (referenced to the main blue sequence) were
observed, respectively. The two lower energy modes corre-
spond to vibrations in the far-infrared range, which are highly
coupled and difficult to be assigned.24 The two higher energy
modes can be assigned to the Pc breathing or pyrrole skeletal
distortion vibrations (84 meV).

It is necessary to point out that our results are not in-
consistent with previous results reported in Ref. 12. Because
of the conformation difference and surface inhomogeneity,25

which can be confirmed by the topographic images and the
onsets of spectra, the molecules in the two studies exhibit dif-
ferent electronic and vibronic characters. Further understand-
ing of the interactions between the molecules and the surface
and how they affect molecular states and vibrations require
calculations for a large unit cell of the oxide surface, which
is beyond this paper. Moreover, it is difficult to resolve si-
multaneously the atomic structure of the oxide surface and
the molecular structure since the imaging conditions are quite
different.

An electron from the STM tip first tunnels resonantly into
a vibronic state of the molecular orbital, and possibly involv-
ing the excitation and relaxation of a vibrational mode of a
transiently charged molecule. When the electron leaves the
molecule and tunnels into the substrate, the molecule returns
to its neutral state and may be vibrationally excited. The lo-
calized vibronic modes could be accessed non-locally through
the delocalized π–electron state of the organic molecule.
Therefore, the spatial images for the different vibronic modes
show the spatial distribution of the molecular orbital contain-
ing the modes. According to the Franck-Condon principle, the
vibronic transitions between two LUMO states can be ruled
out due to their poor overlap.

Excitation and detection of spatially dependent vibronic
states in naphthalocyanine have been previously reported by
recording spectra at different positions over a molecule.12

However, spectroscopy alone could not resolve the nearly de-
generate molecular orbitals because only a small number of
positions were sampled. Since the nearly degenerate molecu-
lar orbitals are close in energy, they overlap with each other
and only show one single band in the dI/dV spectra. Electrons
tunnel into the vibronic states of the LUMO-α or LUMO-β,
thus these two states cannot be distinguished from each other
by either dI/dV imaging or spectroscopic mapping. Spectro-
scopic imaging, as reported in this paper, enables the mea-
surement of the spatial distribution of individual vibronic
states within an electronic state over many positions of the
molecule. With spectroscopic imaging, it has become pos-
sible to probe electron-vibrational coupling in-depth and re-
solve closely separated molecular orbitals that are sensitive to
the different conformations and the adsorption environment.

We also carried out spectroscopic mapping and vibronic
imaging for the LUMO+1. Vibronic progressions can also be
observed within the LUMO+1, but the FWHM of the peaks
is wider than that of the LUMO. Larger peak shift (∼30 mV)

is observed for the vibronic peaks within the LUMO+1 in
the spectroscopic mapping at different positions over the
molecule. Because of the large peak shift, it is difficult to an-
alyze the vibrational images due to contributions from neigh-
boring vibronic peaks at a selected bias.

In summary, we investigated the spatial distributions
of individual vibronic states in single naphthalocyanine
molecules adsorbed on an ultrathin alumina grown on a
NiAl(110) substrate by spectroscopic mapping and imaging.
The variations in the images of the electronic states and
vibronic progressions of the molecule at different sample
biases, combined with DFT calculations, reveal that the vi-
brations in the LUMO arise from two nearly degenerate
molecular orbitals, LUMO-α and LUMO-β. A separation of
∼60 meV in energy has been measured between these two
states. The spatial distribution and symmetry of the vibronic
modes are related to those of the molecular orbitals containing
the modes.
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